Unit 5 Packet Pacing Guide
Vocabulary

-

Complete vocabulary terms BEFORE the lesson begins.
Tentative schedule for the unit is below:
o 5.1 October 25- 27
o Computer Lab- Work on WebQuest October 27
o 5.2 October 30-31
o 5.3 November 1-2
o 5.4 November 3-7
 Vocabulary quiz terms all terms November 7
o Review Day Wednesday November 8
o Test Thursday November 9

Essential Questions1. This question is asking you to name and explain how nations like Great Britain obtained raw materials
through imperialism (taking of colonies) and using those resources in the factory system and Industrial
Revolution. Try to include a vocabulary term from a previous unit for how imperialist nations such as
Great Britain used their colonies for economic gain.
You should be able to complete this around 11/6
2. This question is asking you to explain how the desire for resources led to competition for colonies
and rivalries that would develop among nations over these imperialistic actions.
You should be able to complete this around 11/6
3. This question is asking you to compare and contrast the economic systems of communism and
capitalism. You know use a Venn diagram to complete this.
You should be able to complete this around 10/31
Document Analysis
-

This can be done around 10/27
-Make sure you do not write in any of your responses in this section that the document was
created to inform students

Miscellaneous
 I encourage you to use the terms and people in your answers, this will help you improve
in your writing of historical essays.
 If you become frustrated or are struggling- ASK for help before it’s too late
 I suggest getting ahead on the vocabulary if you can. The pacing guide is to balance the
work, it will be easier to understand the lessons if there is a foundation of the
vocabulary and people first. This also allows you to use the last week of the unit to do
the essential questions instead of the vocabulary.








The vocabulary and people can be tough- make a quizlet or flashcards to help you study
these, not knowing these terms and people will make the essential questions very
difficult
It should take about 4 -5 minutes to complete a vocabulary term
Essential questions should be about 5-8 sentences in length
If you are spending more than 90 minutes per week on this and falling behind please see
me for assistance.
DO NOT PROCRASTINATE

